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Identifying the Haraway Therapeutics: Donna, György, and Me 

This essay is not scientific but about a feminist scientist. It analyzes the use of science in 

cultural criticism as a means to invent, open minds, make art, bring justice, and feel better. More 

precisely, this essay broaches the question of how bibliotherapy via the oeuvre of scientist-

literata Donna Haraway makes for wellness, good health, and a generalized welcoming of the 

world within oneself by way of ecological relations outside of oneself. Haraway’s unique 

combination of invention and fact, creativity and data, art and science is a lifebuoy for those in 

need of solace and a sense of belonging. Home and rightness coalesce, in this instance, through 

immersion in Haraway’s fearless polymathy and robust in-betweenness. Her writings about 

cyborgs, feminist science, interspecies communication, and various and sundry hybrid worldings 

are forces for a singular combination of stillness and becoming: reading Haraway’s manyness 

brings comfort in the flux. Geneticist and epigeneticist C.H. Waddington called this balance in 

becoming “homeorhesis.”1 

This essay combines the autobiographical and studious in one voice to elaborate “the 

Haraway therapeutics.” I weave these strands in the spirit of willfully crafted disparate bindings; 

my favorite example is Haraway’s use of science fiction to shape academic scholarship.2 There 

are many core constituent qualities of this therapeutics: Haraway’s permutations on organicist 

and holistic biology that launched her career, her clever use of science fiction to meld and mold 

history and theory, her open and generous ontological webbing and deference to manifold 

species, her guiding pronouncement that we might “stay with the trouble” by nurturing earth 

rather than leaving her behind, and her concept of visual prosthetics, or the extension of human 

senses by various technological means. Because of limited space, I devote my attention to the 

last of these: ocular prosthetics. Like the other constituent forces of the Haraway therapeutics, 
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prosthetics in the very general sense shape our ecological connectedness in the world. Prosthetics 

exteriorize “being” and “self” revealing and fortifying our fundamentally environmental and 

epigenetic existence. Our intimate relationship with prosthetic devices reminds us that machines 

are evolutionary forces. For good and for bad, they make our environment; we learn from and 

know through machines. Of the many and rich possible therapeutic strands to describe, I choose 

Haraway’s insightful take on vision and visual prosthetics for two reasons. First, because the 

timing of her pronouncement on vision makes it a role model of rhetorical countenance. She 

enunciated her stance, the idea that vision must not be thrown away, when it was the least 

popular thing to do, at the height of postmodernism in 1988 when criticisms of vision and visual 

metaphors, from Plato’s cave to the spectacle, were standard measure of one’s allegiance to the 

cause. Like Donna did then, we should when necessary push up against established dogmas, 

even those beloved ones that start as novel trends. Second, and far more personal and self-

serving, Haraway’s rectification of vision similarly rectifies the role of vision within modern 

ideas about art-and-science, many of which are at the wellspring of my research.  Her cri de 

coeur on the importance of vision, natural and prosthetic, marks a need to reevaluate, for 

example, Hungarian-American artist György Kepes’s concentration on vision within art-and-

science holism during the mid-twentieth century. 

At its heart this essay is about how I, a historian, have used theory, the work of Haraway, 

to create a praxis – to produce knowledge. Bearing on autobiographical elements, learning from 

Haraway brings a lesson on the liveliness of knowledge, revealing that ideas over one’s lifetime 

contract and expand, recede and advance, rotate and skirmish, and reliably and rhythmically shed 

and grow skin. Ideas live: they take on different appearances as one evolves. My time with 

Haraway, regularly reading her texts, has borne a related process of temporal looping around 

mutable dynamic centers. The phrase “temporal looping” describes the way in which Haraway’s 
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texts provide context for the mid twentieth-century artist György Kepes, the heir and propagator 

of Bauhaus art-and-science hybridity in the twentieth century. Imagine a diagram in which 

Haraway and I move in tandem at opposite ends of ever-shifting ellipses. [Image 1] I read her 

words and they set in relief the moving, overlapping, and shifting orbits which shape the rich and 

hybrid art-sci culture in which Kepes, the kinetic dot at the center of the moving loops, acted and 

interacted. 

 

György Kepes’s Ear: Visual Prosthesis, Polymorphic Sensuality, and the Haraway 

Therapeutics 

 

 The photograph of Kepes’s ear [Image 2] signals a lively if not perverse entrée into a 

discussion of visual prosthetics, an idea that preoccupied Kepes throughout his life and was the 

noyau of Haraway’s seminal 1988 essay “Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in 

Feminism and the Privilege of Partial Perspective.” Kepes made the black-and-white photograph 

between 1939 and 1941. During this time, he was living in Chicago, working with and under the 

aegis of László Moholy-Nagy, the Director of the New Bauhaus, later named the Institute of 

Design. Kepes there developed curricula for and taught the Light and Color course until 1944, 

and then took on brief stints teaching at North Texas State University (today University of North 

Texas) and Brooklyn College. He is most famous for his magnanimous vision, art practice, and 

work as curator and educator of art-and-science integration that were part of an illustrious thirty-

year career starting in 1947 at MIT. There, Kepes founded the Center for Advanced Visual 

Studies in 1967. For an artist who edited nine anthologies on the theme of “vision,” Kepes’s 

photograph of an ear is telling. Because of the age of the model, we can be assured it is not 

Kepes’s own ear. Born in 1906, Kepes would have been between 33 and 35 years old at the time, 

and unlike his sitter, without so much registered time (grey hair and wrinkles). That Kepes made 

a photograph of an ear, we can nonetheless understand that Kepes’s ideas about the role of vision 
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in human social and environmental connection were lively with vibrant overlappings and sensual 

integration. Vision for Kepes was fundamentally polymorphically perverse – attuned to the entire 

body and literally in touch with the other senses. Though given primacy, vision was never to be 

considered in isolation, extracted from the unity of five senses working together in everyday 

homeorhesis. Together, sight, sound, taste, smell, and touch constituted the fleshy and extra-

fleshy battery by which humans interfaced with the world. Fellow Hungarian, friend, and mentor 

Moholy-Nagy elaborated on this array in many ways, describing it in terms of the 

“enteroceptive,” the crossing point between inner and outer worlds, and “proprioceptive,” the 

senses working in conjunction with muscles.3 Extension, exteriority, and prosthesis were implicit 

in both figures’ art processes.  

In 1956, Kepes published The New Landscape in Art and Science, a compendium of 

essays by artists and scientists (including introductory texts by Kepes), 452 images, and quotes 

from philosophers, artists, and scientists from across deep time. [Image 3] The image on the 

book jacket encapsulates Kepes’s hybrid cyborg vision. Mixing biology and computation, it 

shows an X-ray image of a rose melded to and overlapping with the linear dots of a punch card. 

While biology may translate into knowable information, it is not irreducible to it. On the whole, 

wet biology does not equal dry data. They work in lateral not vertical tandem – and, pictures-

wise, they make extraordinarily provocative images when united. The New Landscape in Art and 

Science was his second book on the role of vision within the integrated field of art-and-science 

(the first was Language of Vision published in 1944) and the belated catalogue for the 1951 

exhibition, The New Landscape, held at the Hayden Gallery on the campus of MIT. Rather than a 

concern of beauty, the hallowed object of connoisseurship, and aesthetics in the classical sense, 

the exhibition and book were explorations of the new world of expanded vision enabled by 

twentieth-century technologies, ranging from the microscopic and photomicrography to 
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macroscopic and aerial photography. Kepes’s MIT show veered from the conventions of art 

exhibitions devoted to the genius of one artist or a group of artists, focusing instead on often 

authorless laboratory-based scientific imagery. The exhibition was a prototype for installation art 

to come in that it was intended to present a concept about the technological mediation of vision 

and knowledge through a combination of various kinds of anonymous photographs that 

conveyed information. In this way, it was similar to Moholy-Nagy’s experimental photograph 

exhibitions in Berlin during the late 1920s and the contemporaneous Growth and Form 

exhibition at the Institute for Contemporary Arts in London curated by Richard Hamilton.4 

Kepes merged scientific and artistic modes of visualization, creating a new platform for 

expression and meaning-making working across fields of expertise. Kepes’s later book about the 

exhibition was heir to a different set of creative objects: D’Arcy Wentworth Thompson’s image-

rich book On Growth and Form (1917), Aby Warburg’s Mnemosyne-Atlas (1924-1929), and the 

incipient ideas of André Malraux’s Musée imaginaire (1952-54). Kepes’s picture of an “Ear,” 

presumably his ear, of 1939 incarnates early on the synesthetic crossings at work in his ideas 

about vision coursing through both the exhibition and book. Vision is many-headed, not pure but 

mingled, mixed, and facilitated by the holism of the full brain-body system. In the opening pages 

of The New Landscape in Art and Science, Kepes locates vision within a field of diversity and 

complex interconnections, citing the philosopher-mathematician C.S. Peirce’s belief that, 

“reasoning…is a cable whose fibers may be so slender, provided they are sufficiently numerous 

and intimately connected.”5 The ear complements the eye. Seeing is thus always already matter 

of hearing. For Kepes technological extensions of all of the senses would transform humans into 

what Donna Haraway would later call “cyborgs.” [Image 3] 

Time flashes and breaks: we jump. Fast-forward some thirty-two years to the context of 

an academy in the era of trickling down Reaganomics, Thatcherite austerity, and Gorbachev’s 
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Perestroika and Glasnost. It is a time in which young-minded humanists are agog with 

postmodern cultural theory. Then, just in the very epoch that such modernist thinking about 

vision was considered the fustiest, Haraway published “Situated Knowledges: The Science 

Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial Perspective,” an essay in which she 

pronounces the importance of “vision,” especially prosthetic vision, within any possible take on 

feminist objectivity.6 It was 1988, the heyday of postmodernism and critique of the modernist 

“hegemony of vision.”7 In the essay, Haraway works against the grain, announcing that vision is 

crucial as a metaphorical and real force within the critical formation of a situated take on 

objectivity. Vision is not to be discarded on a whim into the dustbin of history. She calls for the 

disintegration of intellectual and academic silos, demanding, as did Kepes some half century 

earlier, a coming-together of science and poetry in the name of site-specific knowledge, reality, 

and a better account on the world, or, what amounts to on the whole as a feminist objectivity. In 

a section of the essay subtitled “The Persistence of Vision,” Haraway identifies the sense of 

vision as a vehicle of mobility, arguing that it is “useful for the eroding of binary oppositions,” 

such as the division forcing one to choose one way or the other, between art or science, and not 

both.8  

Seeing, Knowing, Feeling: The Necessity of the Haraway Therapeutics Now 

 

In its postmodern context, Haraway’s seemed a lone, stolid voice calling from afar. She 

argued that we should take back natural and prosthetic sight within our discourses “because we 

need…to find our way through all the visualizing tricks and powers of modern sciences and 

technologies that have transformed the objectivity debates.”9 Castigating any one of the senses, 

especially vision, for its perceived or real intimacy with the marketplace, rationalization, 

enlightenment, or over routinization and technologization constitutes an unnecessary puritanical 

policing of knowledge. Haraway’s voice from the late 1980s continues to be useful in the 
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twenty-first century, in particular, because it still seems distant: plus ça change, plus c’est la 

même chose. For far too long, actors within the greater community of critical theory and cultural 

studies have objectified science, turning the sciences, a way of knowing, into Science, a 

monolithic handmaiden of capitalism. Biology therein is often characterized (even caricatured) 

as solely a matter of social metrics within biopolitics, or genetic reductionism within a 

misunderstood Neo-Darwinist take on Darwinism, or a means by which to simplistically 

formulate beauty in neuroaesthetics. The metaphor of vision within this matrix of thought is 

congenitally wrapped up with the primacy of the rational over the emotional, enlightenment over 

romanticism, empire over place, and the most supreme promise of all, social progress. While 

useful and important to the greater dialogue of cultural criticism, these perspectives frame 

science as uniformly “bad” or as a tool for hammer-like, simplistic reductionism, leaving the 

copious technologies, fields of knowledge, rich histories and contemporary complexities, and 

realms of power inclusive therein to the mostly male actors and organizers who occupy and 

manage these areas. If one is to follow through on these fronts, to reject “vision” or “science” 

wholesale because of such reifying cultural critique, one abdicates not simply the very possibility 

of power and self-control, but also freedom of mind for the sake of dogma. With this perspective, 

my colleagues in the humanities fall prey to a state of oblivion borne of what is intended to be a 

counterforce to the narrowness of scientific reductionism itself, namely social constructionism, 

or what is sometimes referred to as the “nurture” position within nature-nurture debates.10 What 

goes missed here are the ways in which, like Donna’s texts, the sciences can mobilize ideas and 

people working against the grain of dominant and coercive politics, be they economic or social, a 

matter of class, race, gender, or environmental degradation. Think here how the sciences 

generate specific and situated knowledges, feminist objectivity, shared-species worldings, and 
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ontologies driven by the lateral and organismic organization of polytheism or atheism rather than 

the vertical hierarchy of monotheism. 

Ultimately Haraway holds out for the sense of vision because it is the sharpest sense – 

perhaps the most highly evolved, and certainly the strongest guide – of the human species' 

sensorium: vision, a situated and embodied vision, configures the human take on the reality. This 

is admittedly an anthropocentric position. While anthropocentrism poses a limited perception of 

the world, following Haraway, we are, simply put, limited by being human. We are thus not 

courageously or nihilistically posthuman but assuredly and reliably human: bound to the earth by 

being human and living in human bodies.11 At the same time it is a body mediating reality and 

mediated by reality. Vision is help not hindrance within this rubric. For Haraway, vision is a 

source of action – political and creative; seeing is coeval with biological life itself. She tells us, 

“the ‘eyes’ made available in modern technological sciences shatter an idea of passive vision; 

these prosthetic devices show us that all eyes, including our own organic ones, are active 

perceptual systems, building on translations and specific ways of seeing, that is, ways of life.”12 

Looping and orbiting, circling and shuttling, Haraway replays Kepes’s generative and 

polymorphically perverse take on vision – prosthetic technologized vision – of the mid 

twentieth-century for a new generation of thinkers. Like Haraway, Kepes, and Moholy-Nagy 

before both of them, let us generate myths, metaphors, and scientifically informed knowledge 

based on vision and prosthetic vision as the wellspring of knowing and feeling. In turn, let vision 

inform us that knowing is always wedded to feeling. One never sees without affection, for eyes 

are the best tools for touching and empathy. 
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